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Presidential Polling 

 

So now that it looks like we are one the road 

to a contested Republican political 

convention, the big question is where do the 

candidates stand here in Indiana?  There 

hasn’t been an official poll released since 

December.  That one by Christine Matthews’ 

Bellwether Research had Donald Trump 

leading a crowded field with 26 percent.  

Marco Rubio and Ted Cruz were tied at 

17 percent and Dr. Ben Carson was at 16 

percent.   

As you know from reading TCS, there’s been 

plenty of polling taking place over the past 

few months, but no one wants to fess up as 

to what the results were.  Well, lucky for us 

and luckier for you, we managed to pry a 

little info out of a few places.  From what 

we’ve been able to gather in three polls that 

were taken, the race is pretty close.  One 

statewide poll, TCS is told, had both Cruz 

and Trump in the 30s and John Kasich in 

the low to mid 20s.   Another poll were hear 

had Trump with a double-digit lead back in 

February, but now it is very competitive.  

And a third poll we heard had all three 

within the margin of error. 

Now where all this gets interesting, is that 

Indiana is not a winner take all state, but a 

winner take most. There are the 24 

statewide delegates and 27 congressional 

delegates, three per district.  And then the 

three “automatic” delegates which are the 

state chairman and RNC committeeman 

and committeewoman. 
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 From our chats with friends and sources 

from around the state here’s how the 

candidates are doing in each congressional 

district. 

1st CD – Trump 

2nd CD – Cruz 

3rd CD – Cruz 

4th CD – Toss Up 

5th  CD -  Kasich/Cruz 

6th CD -  Kasich/Cruz 

7th CD -  Kasich 

8th CD – Trump 

9th CD -  Kasich/Cruz 

Our occasionally friendly competitor Brian 

Howey has reportedly teamed up with the 

Indiana Association of Realtors and 

Public Opinion Strategies and is 

expected to put something out soon.  

However, we do have to make one minor 

correction to our friends at HPI.  They  

recently cited “reliable and informed” 

sources (not us) as saying Governor Mike 

Pence met with and campaigned with 

Rafael Cruz (Ted’s Dad) when was up 

north.  Not really.  The Governor was at the 

Kosciusko County Fish Fry and we think 

Cruz just happened to be there but there 

was no meeting or endorsement. 

Speaking of endorsements, TCS hears the 

Governor hasn’t ruled out any endorsement 

in the Presidential race, however as you can 

imagine he’s focused on his own race which 

while better than a year ago still has some 

challenges ahead.  And we know all three 

candidates have been invited to the GOP 

State Dinner on April 21.   
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Oh,  and there was some grumbling 

yesterday about the State GOP party banner 

appearing behind Rex Early and Tony 

Samuel as they were announcing the  

Trump Indiana campaign.   We asked 

Chairman Jeff Cardwell about that in our 

LNG capacity.  He told us that State Party 

isn’t endorsing anyone and that all 

Presidential candidates are welcome to use 

the state office and the banner is just like 

any other backdrop. 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Bopp vs. Ballard (and McQuillen, 

too) 

 

For some reason lawyer Jim Bopp has 

some major hang up/fetish over the LGBT 

issue.  During yesterday’s first platform 

hearing, Bopp went after former Indy Mayor 

Greg Ballard, because Ballard, who has 

actually managed and governed something, 

thinks the GOP should stay away from 

exclusionary language in its platform 

regarding the LGBT equality issue.  Bopp 

accused the Mayor of  basically being too 

gay friendly and said the Marion County 

GOP lost the Mayor and Council because 

they were too supportive of gay rights 

(which he used about 15 times).  Platform 

committee members Mike McDaniel and 

Jeff Coats called Bopp out and corrected 

him on that.  Ballard gave Bopp the same 

look that David Brooks did during the 

election board hearing over Todd Young’s 

signatures.  And when Bopp went after 

Council Minority Leader Mike McQuillen, 

he refused to take the bait and told Bopp he 

was there to testify for equal rights for all 

Hoosiers, not special rights for anyone.  

Remind us to tell you the story one day 

about the squeaky wheel who really wanted 

to get greased. 
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The $50 Million Man 

 

You may not realize this, but Indy Mayor 

Joe Hogsett’s life is about to get 

complicated.  Now whether that’s good or 

bad depends on your perspective.  If you 

follow Indy budget stuff, the Hogsett 

administration has been talking about a $50 

million structural deficit and budget 

shortfall that they discovered when they 

took office.  That is technically true, but that 

has been around for years and the bond 

houses have also told Indy for years that 

issue needs to be addressed. However that’s 

not the point of this piece of gossip. 

The Hogsett folks got some good news lately 

and some local income taxes which have 

been withheld at the state level for the past 

few years have finally been released, TCS is 

told.  It’s to the tune of somewhere between 

$45-$50 million dollars.  We’re told the 

administration has been trying to keep this 

somewhat on the down low, because it’s a 

lot easier to negotiate with upcoming police, 

fire and city union contracts when the 

narrative is you are $50 million in the hole, 

rather than the state just paid you about 

$50 million in back taxes. 
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Score One for the Legitimate News 

Guys!!! 

 

A little good news in our LNG capacity.  We 

got word this week from the Indiana 

Chapter of the Society for Professional 

Journalists that we won two awards.  We 

won an award for best Journalism News 

Website for Indy Politics.  And, this is even 

better, best column for our “RFRA and 

Reefer” piece back in March of last year that 

RFRA could/would lead to legalizing 

marijuana for religious purposes.  (See First 

Church of Cannabis).  Score one for the 

Legitimate News guys!   

  

 

 

 

 

The Usual Disclaimer Stuff: 

The Cheat Sheet is a publication of 
IndyPolitics.Org.  This is a compilation of 
pure gossip, rumor and blatant innuendo.   

We assume no liability if it is wrong, we 
only take credit for it when it’s right!  

 If you’ve got something you want to share, 

(good, bad or ugly) send it to 

tcs@indypolitics.org. We promise to take 

all the credit and all of the blame. 
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